
GOLD IN THE ACCOUNTS 

by G. E. Rome on the dwindling value of money 

[This article on the accounts kept by the first Viscount Scudamore, somewhat abridged 

here, appeared in The Lady, 18 to 24 October 1988.  (WS)] 

A columnist recently commented that it makes little sense nowadays to keep exact accounts 

of household expenses as was done in the past.  Whether or not this is true, it certainly seems 

that in the present century everything goes faster.  So it is not surprising that some jottings and 

notes of expenses incurred on trips and when living away from home that have surfaced in 

one of my files should already read like ancient history. 

Hardly momentous, perhaps, but economic history all the same.  Similar matters in more 

elaborate accounts are the raw material of the serious historian, and the entries can tell an 

exciting tale for those with the right background knowledge to interpret them.  

The very detailed and fascinating kind of domestic accounts are exemplified in those for 1632 

kept by the steward of the first Viscount Scudamore, whose house at Holme Lacy was four 

miles southeast of Hereford.  In 1949 their ninety-seven tattered pages turned up in a small 

box in Hereford Cathedral Library, were repaired by the Public Record Office and then 

transcribed by F. C. Morgan. They cover everything from major building operations to losses 

at shuffleboard and a gift of sixpence to “a poore man at the gate.” 

Silk Buttons and Galoshes 

In 1632 John Scudamore (1601-71) was living on his estate and improving the house, first 

built in 1545, bv adding new stables, expensive pumps and pipework for the water supply, a 

terrace and a bowling-green.  It was during this period, before going to France as 

ambassador in 1635, that he is said to have propagated the famous Redstreak cider apple, 

found growing wild near Holme Lacv.  In 1632 he also began the costly restoration of the 

ruined church of Abbev Dore in the Golden Valley.  It appears in the accounts is “'Doore” 

church, with long lists of wages for craftsmen working there. 

Along with silk buttons, galoshes, and nutmeg for the Viscount's hair, there are some 

intriguing entries about gifts of clothing “for the foole.”  He received shoes, stockings and 

yards of linen and cloth for his shirts and long-skirted coat. This latter was worn not with 

breeches but over hempen drawers suitable to his rank, the Viscount's own drawers being 

made of Iinen.. 

For as late as 1632, it appears, there was a resident fool to entertain the household, and 

possibly plague the steward.  What with other gifts to “a foole in the kitchin” and a passing 

Jester, not to mention a mad woman and a bedlam, some of Shakespeare's permutations of 

professional fools and real or feigned insanity begin to seem less purely a matter of stage 

convention. 

There are sums for “horsemeat” on a three-day journey to London by way of Gloucester, 

Faringdon, and Henley.  Six bushels of oats cost sixteen shillings and hay for fourteen 

horses just under five shillings. But the animals also had beans, mashes, drenches and the 

attention of the smith and farrier.  Shilling tips to ostlers and inn servants are prominent, 

though the sort of expenses the modern traveller in this country is spared are the constant 

gifts “to divers poore,” both in towns and on the road. 



Nearly one hundred years later, in 1726, another local dignitary, Edward Harley, MP for 

Herefordshire, living at Eywood near Kington in the north-west of the county, likewise 

recorded payment for oats on a London journey in his white vellum-bound cash book.  In 

this case they cost fourteen shillings for eight bushels.  The amounts regularly given to the 

poor or as tips to servants hardly differ from the Viscount’s, perhaps surprisingly to us 

todav as we are so used to inflation, unless Harley had been a little less generous than the 

“Good” Lord Scudamore.  An interesting entry is two shillings to a harper at an election in 

1727, possiblv reflecting Herefordshire's proximity to Wales. 

A Scarce Volume 

But the item that puts flesh on the bare bones of the Harley accounts and links past and 

present, for me at least, is the seven shillings and sixpence given in 1727 for what is 

recorded as Antiquities of Door, a publication referring to the church that the first Viscount 

Scudamore had begun restoring in 1632.  The real title of the now scarce volume is A View 

. . . of the Churches of Door, Home-Lacy, and Hempsted by Matthew Gibson, Rector of 

Abbeydore, and it is dedicated to Frances Scudamore, widow of the third and last Viscount 

and friend of Alexander Pope. 

Harley probably paid his seven and six for the unbound sheets, but by 1743, when it 

belonged to a John Nickolls, the bound volume was worth ten shillings more.  At some 

point in the late nineteenth centurv it had risen to two guineas in a bookseller's catalogue, 

and bv 1969 was being offered at £25. 1 know this because the same book, with a 

contemporary inscription reading “bought by Mr Harley at Hereford Aug: 1727,” features 

in my own miscellaneous cash records as a result of a chance dip into a bookshop in 1984. 

It is unlikely my accounts will ever turn up in a box in a cathedral library. but some future 

historian might just be interested to know that the sum of seven shillings and sixpence had 

grown exactly two hundred times larger in just over two and a half centuries! 


